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PREFACE 
This report is one of seven separate reports prepared 
by six discipline-oriented analysis teams of the Earth 
Observations Division at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center 
(JSC), Houston, Texas. 
The seven reports were prepared originally for Goddard 
Space Flight Center (GSFC) in compliance with require- 
ments for the Earth Resources Technclogy satellite (ERTS-1) 
Investigation (ER-600). The project was approved and 
funded by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) Headquarters in July 1972. 
This report (Volume VII) was accomplished by the Land- 
Use Analysis Team. The following members of the team were 
personnel of the Earth Observations Division and the support 
contractor; 
W. P. Bennett, Lockheed Electronics Company, Inc. 
C. M. Chesnutwood, JSC 
J. G. Garcia, JSC 
H. V. Johnson, Lockheed Electronics Company, Inc. 
M. A. Lundelius, Lockheed Electronics Company, Inc. 
D. P. McGuigan, Lockheed Electronics Company, Inc. 
S. 11. Tunnell, Lockhted Cleztronics Company, 1r.c. 
The total investigation is documented in the following 
reports: 
Vo lume Title NASA Number 
A COMPENDIUM OF ANALYSIS RESULTS OF SP-347 
THE UTILITY OF ERTS-1 DATA FOR LAND JSC-08455 
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 
VII 
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ERTS-1 AGRICULTURAL ANALYSIS TMX-58117 
JSC-08456 
ERTS-1 COASTAL/ESTUARINE ANALYSIS TMX-58118 
JSC-08457 
ERTS-1 FOREST ANALYSIS 
ERTS-1 RANGE ANALYSIS 
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JSC-08460 
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ERTS-1 LAND-USE h?4.A.LYSIS OF THE 
HOUSTON AREA TEST S I T E  
ORJECTIVES 
The general objective of this i n v s  t i g a t i z n  was to 
eveluate how well data from the ERTS-1 multispectral scznner 
(MSS) could be used to detect, identify, and delineate 
land-use features within the Houston Area Test Site (HATS), 
an 18-county area around I!ouston established previously as 
a land-use test area. A more s~3cific objective was to 
determine whether the land-use classification scheme 
proposed in the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Circular 671 
could be used as the basis for delineating land use by 
conventional image interpretation and computer-aided 
classification of ERTS-1 data. 
1.2 LVALYTICU APPROACH 
2 An analysis of the entire 41,000-km2 (16,000 mi ) HATS 
area was not feaslble with the available man-hours and 
computer tine allotted to this inyiestigation. Consequently, 
2 2 
a 4,660-km (1,800-mi ) study area was selected to correspond 
to the data on one computer-compatible tape. This represented 
a generally north-south-oriented area of one-fourth of a 
scene of EXTS imagery. 
An attempt was made to delineate Level-I land-use 
categories by conventional image interpretation techniques. 
These categories included urban and built-up land, agricul- 
tural land, rangeland, forest land, nonforested wetland, 
. - 
water anZ bar ren  land. Black-and-white inages  of t h e  s tudy 
zrea from ERTS-1 MSS bal:ds 5 and 7 (October 4 ,  1972, pass )  
were enlarged t o  a s c a l e  cf approximately 1:250,000, and 
de l inea t ions  o5lannd use were r e c o r d ~ d  on t ransparen t  over- 
lays of these enlargements. A comparative s tady was conducted 
by nsing s k n i l a r  intergre'ative techniq-des t o  d e l i n e a t e  land- 
use  ca t aqo r i e s  an  enlargements made from f i r s t -gene ra t ion  co lo r  
csxpositas ob t t i ned  4 i r e c t l y  from a Data Analysis  S t a t i o n  (DAS) 
f i l m  iecorder  a t  JSC.  These enlargements were a l s o  a t  a  ale 
of agproximately 1:250,300 and were simulated co lor - in f ra red  
c c i n ~ o s i t e s  cf ban-3s 4 ,  5 ,  2r.d 7. The same t echr~ iques  were 
used i n  d e i l a e a t i n g  sc se  Lavel-I1 land-use ca t ego r i e s  
Two b a s i c  zorn~uter-aided c lass i f i - :a t ion techniques 
(supervised and nonsupervised) w3re employed i n  c l a s s i f y i n g  
the  stddy a rea  i n t o  land-use ca tegor ies .  The ~ t e r a t i v e  
Self-organizing Clus te r ing  S:+stem (ISOCLS), a nonsupervised 
c l u s t e r i n s  algori thm, das used t o  g r x p  every s i x t n  p i c t u r s  
element (p ixe l )  from every s i x t h  scan l i n e  i n t o  c l u s t e r s  of 
p i x e l s  having s i i n i l a r  s p e c t r a l  charac te rFs t ics .  This 
reduct ion i n  the number of d a t a  po in t s  (45,630 p i x e l s )  was 
necessary because the capac i ty  of t h e  computer was no t  
s u f f i c i e n t  t o  process  the t o t a l  number of d a t a  po in t s  
(1.3 mi l l i on  p i x e l s )  coveriag the e n t i r e  study area .  The 
3-percent ,  sy s t ema t i ca l ly  a l igned sample of d a t a  poir- ts ,  
uniformly d i s t r i b u t e d  over the e n t i r e  s tudy a rea ,  was 
grouped i n t o  s p e c t r a l  c l u s t e r s .  Each z l u s t e r  represented a 
por t ion  of t h e  full ranqe of spectral v a r i a t i o n s  found i n  the 
study area. The input  parameters t o  t h e  c l u s t e r  program 
could be ad jus ted  t o  provide more o r  fewer c l u s t e r s .  
However, aiter  considering the amount of d e t a i l  needed f o r  
the proposed land-use h i e r a r c h y  and t h e  e s t i m a t e d  computer 
t ime r e q u i r e d ,  it was r2asaned t h a t  i n p u t  parameters pro- 
v id ing  1 3  c l u s t e r s  wozld ba a  reasonab le  compromise. Gray 
nap p r i n t o u t s  d e p i c t i n g  the spat ia l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  of  t h e  
p i x e l s  grocped i n t o  each c l u s t e r  idsre genera ted  on t h e  
c o n p u t s .  Each c l u s t c r  was i d e n t i f i e d  and a s s i g n e d  to a 
s p e c i f i c  land-use ca tegory  S y  c o r r e l a t i n g  ths cluster 
d e l i n e a t i o n s  on the  gray maps w i t h  e x i s t i n g  land-use maps 
and a e r i a l  photographs and 5y analyzing p e r t i n e n t  clustar 
s t a t i s t i c s  whick had been p l o t t e d  on graphs.  A f t e r  
grouping the  c l u s t e r s  i n t o  t h e  dasired land-use c a t e ? o r i $ s ,  
a color-coded c l u s t e r  map i n  t h e  form of a c o l o r  t r a n s -  
pdrenclr was praduccd on t h o  JSC DXS f i l m  r e c o r d e r .  
Once the c l u s t e r s  had been grouped s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  i n t o  
t h e  Level-I land-use c a t q o r i e s ,  t h e  means and covar iance  
matrix s t a t i s t i c s  fro: ths c l u s t e r  a n a l y s i s  w e r e  s u b s t i t u t e d  
r o r  t r a i n i n g  field s t a t i s t i c s  a s  i n p u t s  i n  t h e  LAXSYS-I1 
superv i sed  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  approach. (LARSYS is  a  set of 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  programs developed a t  t h e  Laboratory f o r  
k p p i i c a t i o n s  of Xenote Sansing,  PurCue U n i v e r s i t y ) .  The 
u s e  of c l u s t e r  s t a t i s t i c s  i n  l i e u  of t r a i n i n g  f i e l d  s t a t i s t i c s  
e l i m i n a t e d  some of  t h e  d i f f i c u l t i e s  which would have been 
encountered i n  s e l e c t i n g  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  t r a i n i n g  f i e l d s  
?or s u c h  ?. i a r s e  s tudy  a : : l A  71hers i n t e n s i v e  ground t r u t h  
o r  1s ge-scale a e r i a l  photography was n o t  r e a d i l y  a v a i l a b l e  
for analysis. Because of t he  r . ~ i a t i v e  s p ~ c t r a l  c o x p l e x i t y  
of cuch of t h e  s t u d y - a r ~ a  landscape,  it was deemed d z s i r a b l e  
t o  be a b l e  t o  c l a s s i f y  every p i x e l  ( i n s t e a d  of  cvery s i x t h  
p i x e l )  w i t h i n  t h e  e n t i r e  s tudy  a r e a ,  To do so, however, it 
w 3 s  necessary  t o  d i v i d e  t h e  e n t i r e  a r e a  i n t o  nor th-south  
l i n e a r  s t r i p s ,  w i t h  t h e  number of data ~ r i n t s  i n  each s t r i p  
not to exceed the storage capacity of the computer memory 
drum. ~evel-I lacd-use classification naps of each strip 
were subsequently mosaicked to forn a classification map 
cf the entire study area. Experience gained in delineatinq 
Level-I land-use categories by both supervised and non- 
sopervised classification techniques indicated that a 
potential existed for divi5ing tF.e urban and built-up category 
i n t o  sone Level-I1 categories. S o x  urban features (vegetated 
residential areas) have spectral characteristics similar to 
sose nonurban features, such as forest and agricultural areas. 
Because of t h i s ,  it was nec@ssary to reassign the 13 original 
clusters into three Level-I1 urban and built-up categories 
(rssidsntial, comercial-indust~ial-transportation, and 
032a) when a Level-I1 classification was made of only the 
urbanized portion of the study area. 
Tile accuracy of the tbxee classification approaches was 
assessed by measuring the agreement batv?%en the classified 
dzta and base reference data established for the accuracy 
analysis. Five accuracy test sites, ranging i n  size fram 
2 2 21 hi2 ( 8  mi2) to 104 km (40 mi ) ,  were established in 
the study area. Base reference data were established by 
visaally classifying land use in each accuracy test site 
f-om high-altitude, infrared-Ektachrom photography acquired 
Dn April 22 ,  1972. Zach site was dividsd into 2.6-km 2 
quaiirats, and the percent occurrence of each class in each 
qua2rat was measured using a d o t - s a p l i n g  technique. The 
s z ~ s  procedare iqas perfamed on each class for each classi- 
fication product, except for the computer-aided classifica- 
tion naps where pixels in each class were counted and 
converted to percent occurrefice. Th2 percent agreement 
(c l  ass-by-class  comparison of accuracy)  Setwean c l a s s i f i c a -  
t i o n  ~roducts and base r e f e r e n c e  d a t a  was c a l c u l a t e d ,  based 
on t h e  p e r c s n t  occurrence.  
1 .3  RESULTS 
1. A v i s u a l  comparison of a l i  t h e  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  
r e s u l t s  shows a s t r o n g  c o r r e l a t i o n  i n  t h e  a r e a l  p a t t e r n s  
of land use  among t h e  three a n a l y s i s  approaches used i n  
t h e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n .  However, t h e r e  is a  s i g n i f i c a n t  d i f f e r -  
ence i n  d e t a i l .  Because of t h e  r e l a t i v e l y  s inal l  scale 
(1:250,000) of t h e  m n u a l l y  i n t e r p r e t e d  image-y, many o f  
t h e  sm-ller features w e r e  d i ' f i c u l t  t o  por t ray .  The r e s u l t  
is  a  p a t t e r n  of r e l a t i v e l y  hosogeneous t r a c t s  of land-use 
classes, 
2. The computer-aided c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  mass d i s p l a y  a 
f i n e r  t e x t u r e  i n  t h e  land-use p a t t e r n s .  Th is  f i n t r  p r e c i s i o n  
is a r e s u l t  of  t h e  a S F l i t y  of t h e  computer t o  c l a s s i f y  each 
p i x e l  (about  0 - 4 5  ha)  . 
3. The inaga  i n t e r p r e t e r  can  compensata f o r  h i s  in -  
a b i l i t y  t o  r e s o l v e  f i n e  d e t a i l s  wi th  t h e  a b i l i t y  t o  r e s o l v e  
s p a t i a l  p a t t e r n s  and r e l a t i o n s h i p s  i n  t h e  land-use features. 
T h i s  was p a r t i c u l a r l y  t r u e  i n  t he  urban a r e a s  where many 
l i n e a r  f e a t u r e s  ( e g g . ,  secondary roads )  col I d  b e  v i s u a l l y  
d i s t i n g u i s h e d  by convent ional  inase i n t z r p r z t a t i o n ,  even 
though t h e  width  of t h e  f e a t u r e s  was w e l l  below t h e  s p a t i a l  
r e s o l u t i o n  t h r e s h o l d  of t h e  scanner.  
4. R e l a t i v e l y  high c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  a c c u r a c i e s  f o r  Level-I 
land-use c a t e g o r i e s  were achieved by convent ional  image i n t e - -  
p r e t a t i o n  and computec-aided classification t e c h n i q u s s ,  wi th  
t h e  excep t ion  of the urban and b u i l t - u p  ca tegory  when i t  was 
derived from computer classification of the entire study area. 
When o ~ l y  tha preselectsd urban area was classified in Level-11 
categories, considerably better computer classification 
accuracies wsre attaized. This apparent discrepancy in 
accuracies was probably due to the spectral heterogeneity of 
the urban scene in which vegatatsd urban features were 
spectrally s b i l w  to the vegetated a~riculture-rangeland 
f eatcres. 
1.4 CONCLUSIONS 
1. It was concluded from this investigation that 
general lad-cse catego-rias, as suggested for Level-I and 
scme Levtl-I1 categories in LIe  USGS Circular 671, could 
be obtained over relatively lzrga areas from ERTS-I MSS 
data by conventiocal image interpretation and computer- 
aided classification techniques. 
2. In the coaputer-aided processing, a small ( 3  percent) 
saiple or the available digital data was sufficient to identify 
the general land-use categories throughout the entire study 
srea. This indicates that even larger geographic areas 
could be similarly classified without exceeding nominal 
conputer capacities. 
3 .  Where greater classification accuracies or more 
detailed land-use categorizations of larger areas are 
desired, it may become necessary to dsfine categories of 
land use by qzogra2hic r+-ion, pezform sampling within each 
regionr and classify the entire large area into the desired 
Land-use categories using computer-aided techniques. 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
Traditionally, remote sensing techniques have been 
utilized for many years in mapping and inventorying features 
on the Earth's surface from aircraft altitudes. Most of 
these studies have been oriented toward rather narrow, 
specialized interests and have been concerned with relatively 
small segments of landscapes, With the increased concern 
about the use of land and resources, it seemed only natural 
that attempts should be made to extend remote sensing tech- 
nology to orbital altitudes from which observations could 
be recorded of extensive landscapes having regional, or even 
continental, proportions. Prior to the July 23, 1972, launch 
of the Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS-l), limited 
success had been achieved in mapping general land use from 
conventional and multiband photography acquired somewhat 
sporadically during the Gemini and Apollo missions. However, 
a new era in remote sensing of the Earth's surface was inau- 
gurated when the CRTS-1 satellite was launched. Operating in 
a circular, Sun synchronous, near polar orbit, and equipped 
with more sophisticated multispectral sensors, it provided 
the ability to observe data recordings of any given point 
on the Earth's surface every 18 days. Since July 1972, 
the MSS subsystem has been routinely sensing the land surface 
in four spectral bands (0.5 to 1.1 pm) from an orbit of 
approximately 500 nmi (900 km) altitude. 
The general objective of this investigation was to 
evaluate how well data from the ERTS-1 HSS could be used 
to detect, identify, and delineate land-use features within 
the HATS 18-county arca. A more specific objective was to 
determine whether the land-use classification schema 
proposed in the USGS Circular 671 could be used as the 
basis for delineating land use by conventional image inter- 
pretation and computer classification of the Ems-1 data, 
The following were considered limiting factors in 
developing the scope of this investigation: 
1, Predicted resolution limitation of the HSS: 
2. Expected computer capacity. 
3.  Man-hours allotted to the project. 
4. The broad connotation of the tern "land usen 
made it desirable to emphasize initially m l y  the Level-1 
land-use classification found in Circular 671 applied to 
a specified study area within HATS. 
As experience was gained in processing the ERTS-1 MSS 
data, the scope was broadened to include the evaluation of 
Level-I1 land-use classifications for limited areas of 
interest within *e specified study area. 
4.0 STUDY AREA 
It  was recognized t h a t  it would not  be advisable t o  
attempt a computerized land-use c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  of the  e n t i r e  
2 2 HATS area, 41,000 kn (16,000 m i  ) ,  shown i n  f igure  4-1, 
with t h e  estimated man-hours and computer time a l l o t t e d  t o  
2 t h i s  project .  Consequently, a 4,660-ka2 (1,800-mi ) study 
area was se lec ted  t o  correspond t o  t h e  da ta  on one computer- 
compatible tape. This represented a north-south o r i en ted  
rectangular a rea  along the o r b i t a l  t r ack  of approximately 
one-fourth of a normal scene of ERTS-1 imagery. The 
dimensions of the  study area are approximately 4 0 x 1 1 5  km 
(25x72 s t a t u t e  m i ) ,  shown i n  figure 4-1. 
4.1  STUDY AREA DESCRIPTION 
The study area, because of its north-sc. ~ t h  l i n e a r  
ex tent ,  crosses  a v a r i e t y  of landscapes. I n  t h e  northern 
port ion a r e  found heavily fores ted ,  very gent iy  s loping 
in ter f luves .  Along t h e  ;outhwestern edge is a port ion of a 
major, rap id ly  expanding metropolitan area.  The c e n t r a l  
portion of the  study area contains considerable a g r i c u l t u r a l  
a c t i v i t i e s  based upon the l evz l ,  grass-covered c o a s t a l  p l a i n  
s o i l s .  Toward t h e  southern end of the  study area  t h e  land- 
scape merges i n t o  coas ta l  rangelands, beaches, marshes, 
fores ted  wetlands, and numerous bays and e s t u a r i e s  character-  
i s t i c  of broad, low-lying coast l ines .  
Although only a portion of the  Houston metropolitan 
coxlplex is included within the  study area ,  there  is stil l  a 
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Figure 4-1.- HATS study area. 
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l a r g e  v a r i e t y  of urban f ea tu re s .  Some of these f e a t u r e s  
include : 
1. A l a r g e ,  c e n t r a l  business  d i s t r i c t .  
2. D i s t i n c t i v e  commercial s t r i p s  along major 
thoroughfares. 
3. Large and smal l  i n d u s t r i a l  complexes. 
4. A l l  types of r e s i d e n t i a l  a r e a s  ranging from l o w -  
dens i ty ,  s ingle-family dwell ings t o  l a r g e  apartment 
complexes. 
A v a r i e t y  of a g r i c u l t u r a l  f e a t u r e s  is found i n  the 
s tudy area, including l a r g e  homogeneous c u l t i v a t e d  f i e l d s  
and ex tens ive  pastures .  Fo re s t  cover f o r  t h e  most p a r t  is 
mixed deciduous ~nisei;;=-vsed with  smal ler  stands of s c a t t e r e d  
evergreen coni fe rs .  The major r i v e ~ s ,  s treams,  and bayous 
a r e  l i n e d  with water- tolarant  hardwoods; and t n i  3djacent  
wet a r e a s  are f lanked wi th  nixed hardwoods and softwoods 
4.2 LAND-USE HIERARCHY I N  STUDY AREA 
Although t h i s  i nves t iga t ion  was based upon t h e  o b j e c t i v e  
of using the land-use c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  scheme from C i r c u l a r  671, 
it was recognized immediately t h a t  c e r t a i n  modif icat ions  
would be requi red  t o  adapt  it t o  t h e  land-use f e a t u r e s  
found i n  t h e  study area. The bas i c  scheme from Ci rcu la r  571 
i s  shown i n  t a b l e  IV-1. Of  t h e  nine Level-I ca t ego r i e s  i n  
the b a s i c  scheme, t h r e e  ca t ego r i e s  (barren land,  tundra ,  and 
permanent snow and i ce f  i e l d s )  were not  rP3-evant because 
these  f e a t u r e s  do no t  exist i n  the s tudy a r e a ,  except f o r  a 
f e w  very narrow s t r i p s  of barren land i n  some of t h e  stream 
channels. It was expected t h a t  c e r t a i n  land-use f e a t u r e s  
i n  some of t h e  o the r  ca t ego r i e s  ( f o r  example, rangeland and 
a g r i c u l t u r a l  land) would have s i m i l a r  s p e c t r a l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ,  
TABLE IV-1. - LAND-USE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR 
USE WITH REEQOTE SENSOR DATA 
Level I 
Urban and Built-up 
Land 
Agr icu l tura l  Land 
Rangeland 
Fores t  Land 
Res ident ia l  
^ommercial and Services  
I n d u s t r i a l  
Extractive 
Transportation,  Cormnunjcations, 
and U t i l i t i e s  
I n s t i t u t i o n a l  
S t r i p  and Clustered Set t lement  
Mixed 
Open and O t h e r  
Cropland and Pas ture  
Orchards, Groves, Bush Fruits, 
Vineyards, and Hor t i cu l tu ra l  
Area 
Feeding operat ions  
Other 
Grass 
Savannas (Palmetto P r a i r i e s )  
Chaparral 
Desert Shrub 
Deciduous 
Evergreen (Coniferous and Other) 
Mixed 
Xonforested Wetland Vegetated 
Bare 
Water 
Barren Land 
Tundra 
Permanent Snow and 
Icef i e l d s  
Level II 
Streams and Waterways 
Lakes 
Reservoirs 
Bays and Es tuar ies  
0 t he r  
S a l t  F l a t s  
Beaches 
Land 0 ther than  Beaches 
Bare Exposed Rock 
Other 
Tundra 
Permanent Snow and I c e f i e l d s  
These spectral similarities reguird modification of the 
basic scheme if compatibility with ERTS-1 spectral data 
was to be schieved. Further modification of the basic 
scheme was also anticipated because it had been designed 
primarily for remote sensors in general, rather than for 
a specific type of sensor. The basic scheme was structured 
for conventional interpretation utilizing both spatial 
and spectral characteristics of land-use features, whereas 
only spectral characteristics of features could be consid- 
ered when automated data analysis procedures were applied 
to the ERTS-1 data. 
A land-use map with 20 categories had been constructed 
of the HATS area prior to the publication of Circular 671 by 
interpreting high altitude (60,000-Et or 13.3-kn) color aerial 
photography obtained in 1970. In order to use the HATS land- 
use map as ground truth base for this investigation, it was 
necessary to regroup some of t h e  categories to be more 
compatible with the Level-I categories (section 7) of 
Circular 671. Some land-use definitional problems existed 
between the two land-use schemes, so a few categories 
(pasture versus rangeland, forest brushland versus range- 
land) were not directly comparable. Consequently, it 
was expected tkat problems would be encountered in deter- 
mining the accuracies of the land-use classification 
schemes that would be used in t h i s  investigation. 
5.0 DATA UTILIZATION 
The data used in this investigation included photo- 
graphic materials, computer-compatible tapes, computer output 
materials, ground survey measurements, a ~ d  other ancillary 
information. 
The ERTS-1 imagery used in this project consisted of 
70-mm black-and-white transparencies of the Houston area 
(frame 1037-16244, dated August 29, 1972, and frame 1073-16244, 
dated October 4, 1972) from each of the spectral bands 
of the E4SS. Each spectral band frame was enlarged to 
a scale of approximately 1:1,000,000 in the form.of 
black-and-white paper prints and film transparencies. 
Black-and-white paper prints and film transparency enlarge- 
ments of approximately 1:250,000 scale were also used i ,n ,  
this investigation. A limited number of color composites 
(paper and transparencies of 1:1,000,000 scale) was acquired 
from the GSFC later in the program. 
One MSS computer-compatible tape dated August 29, 1972, 
containing data of one-fourth 02 ?n image frame was used as 
the basis for the investigation of computerizad classification 
techniques in this project. This tape also was used for 
generating false-colcr coinposites on which conventional image 
interpretation techniques were supplied. 
High- and low-altitude aircraft data over the selected 
study areas were used for classification verification. 
6.0 ANALYTICAL APPROACH 
The following two basic cinalytical  approaches and one 
accuracy eva lua t ion  approach were used i n  t h e  a t tempt  t o  
meet t h e  o b j e c t i ~ n s  of t h i s  inves t iga t ion :  
1. Conventio-:a1 image i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  techniques 
were used as one approach i n  analyzing t h e  ERTS-1 b'ack- 
and-white imagery and fa l se -co lor  composite imagery 
generated from t h e  d i g i t a l  da ta .  
2. Both supervised and nonsupervised computerized 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  procedures were used as another approach 
t o  analyze t h e  ERTS-1 MSS d i g i t a l  da ta .  
3. A s t a t i s t i c a l  sampling approach w a s  used t o  
eva lua te  t h e  accurac ies  t h a t  could be achieved by t h e  
a n a l y t i c a l  approaches i n  c l a s s i f y i n g  t h e  ERTS-1 MSS da ta  
. i n t o  s e l ec t ed  land-use ca tegor ies .  
6 .1  CONVENTIONAL IMAGE INTERPRETATION APPROACH 
Black-and-white imagery of bands 4 ,  5 ,  6 ,  and 7 pro- 
vided by GSFC w a s  reviewed independently t o  e s t a b l i s h  
which bands w e r e  b e s t  s u i t e d  for t h e  ca tegor ies  being 
s tud ied  wi th in  the land-use s tudy area .  Band 5 was se l ec t ed  
f o r  high r e f l e c t a n c e  ca t ego r i e s  such as highways, bu i l t -up  
a r eas ,  and some a g r i c u l t u r a l  areas .  Bank 7 b e s t  depic ted 
water and h y d r ~ l o g i c  f ea tu re s .  Transparencies f r ~ m  bands 5 
and 7 were enlarged t o  approximately 1:250,000 scale, and 
land use was i n t e r p r e t e d  us ing conventional  image i n t e r -  
p r e t a t i o n  techniques. 
A translucent, stable base mylar overlay was keyed to 
the enlarged band 7 transparency, and the Level-I category 
water was delineated. The same overlay was than keyed to 
the enlarged band 5 tkansparency, and the remaining Level-I 
categories were delineated. Figure 6-1 shows an example of 
band 5 imagery over the study area in which the land-use 
delineations were made. Interpretation i~volved identifica- 
tion of known signatures for eacb class and then extending 
these signatures by interpreting image,tone, shape, 
size, shadows, locations, and patterns. 
Identical image interpretation techniques were used in 
analyzing the falsa-color composite imagery generated from 
the digital tape. However, two computer processing steps 
had to be performed before the color composites were ready 
for analysis. In the first step the ERTS-1 bulk data tape 
was run through the EMBEDT program which converts the bulk 
MSS tape to a tape format compatible with the DAS system. 
The output of the EMBEDT program was a histogram of the 
number of occurrences of each possible relative radiance 
value of each of the four ERTS-1 channels. The histograms 
were used to develop inputs to the second processing step. 
The second processing step used the JSC program on the 
DAS. This program produced a three-band JSC color composite 
image of the ground scene for viewing and also for film 
generztion. The normal proced!rre was to compute the bias 
and gain value for each band used as a function of the 
histogram. The following equations were used: 
Bias = Min 255 Gain = Nax-Min each band 

The preceding computation r e su l t ed  i n  a bias and gain value  f a r  
each band which produced t h e  most detail a v a i l a b l e  f o r  the 
scena as a whaie. Note that this does n o t  say that each 
ind iv idua l  f e a t u r e  has Me most d e t a i l  ava i l ab l e ;  it may o r  
may not. However, f o r  t ! !e conglomerating of each ind iv idua l  
featura i n t o  a whole scena, it rep re sen t s  the g r e a t e s t  amount 
of detail ava i lzb le .  
A f t e r  viewing the study area i npu t  and manipulating the 
gaia and b i a s  con t ro l s ,  the following s e t t i n g s  were se l ec t ed :  
Band 4 Band 7 
Gain 7.536 6.600 7.310 
B i a s  -18 -10 0 
Thsse gain and b i a s  s e t t i n g s  w e r e  used t o  produce the three- 
band JSC color cnzpsite f i ? m  strip ( f i g .  6-2) used in  
this ana lys i s ,  The o r i g i n a l  f i lm  dimensions of the image 
area were 7-1/4 inches by 26 inches  wi th  a nominal scale of 
approxiriately 1:250,000. 
Using coavent ional  image i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  procedures, 
both Level-I and Level-IS (urban b u i l t - u p  only) land-use 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s  w e r e  made from the JSC co lo r  composite f i l m  
transparency. Each category was anr-otated on a s table  base 
mylar ovzrlay and keyed t o  t h e  f i l m  s t r i p  of t h e  prime s tudy 
araa, The i n t e r p r a t e r  analyzed bcth s p a t i a l  and s p e c t r a l  
patterns i n  def in ing  s p e s i z i c  ca tegor ies .  Reference was 
made to  the black-anci-white 9- by 9-inch p o s i t i v e  t rans -  
parencies when i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  problems were encountered. 
The r e s u l t s  of the cmvent iona l  image i n t e r p r e t a t r  2 
approach a r e  reported i n  s ec t ion  7-1. 

6 .2  COMPUTER CLASSIFICATION APPROACH 
Nonsupervised c l u s t e r i n g  and supervised c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  
algorithms were u t i l i z e d  t o  achieve a computer c l a s s i f i c a -  
t i o n  of land use i n  t h e  study area. The nonsupervised 
c l ~ s t e r i n q  used the XSOCLS (Minter, 1972) c lus te r ing  program 
primarily t o  generate  t h e  " t raining" s t a t i s t i c s  (i.e,, mean 
and covariance matrices f o r  subclasses of the land-use 
hierarchy) required t o  perform the supervised c l a s s i f i c a t i o n .  
ISOCLS s t a t i s t i c s  w e r e  analyzed to assign each c l u s t e r  
generated by t h e  program to s p e c i f i c  land-use classes, 
The LARSYS pat te rn  recognition algorithm, developed by 
the Lzboratory fo r  Applications of Remote Sensing,.l968, and 
Ratcliff, 1970, was used f o r  the s q e r v i s e d  c la s s i f i ca t ion .  
Mitk. t ra in ing  statistics f o r  each class input  from ISOCLS, 
every s i x e l  of ERTS MSS d i g i t a l  da ta  over the study area  
was assigned t o  a c l a s s  based on the maxi~um l ikel ihood r a t i o .  
The  resul t ing  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  tape was then converted t o  a 
film transparency which cons t i tu te s  the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  map, 
A s a p l i n g  procedure wis performed i n  order t o  obtain 
a representat ive,  workable sample of p ixe ls  f r o 3  the s tudy  
area. The pixel  sample was input  i n t o  ISOCLS, and t h e  
r e su l t ing  c l u s t e r s  analyzed. The c l u s t e r  s t a t i s t i c s  :,-*re 
then sclbmitted i n  lieu of t r a in ing  f i e l d  s t a t i s t i c s  t o  the 
LARSYS-I1 c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  algorithm, and ' a  land-use c l a s s i f i -  
cakioa of t h e  study azea was performed. 
Each of the steps performed i n  We computerized approach 
is discussed i n  d e t a i l  i n  the following paragraphs. The 
results of using t h e  computerized approach a r e  reported i n  
section 7.2. 
6 . 2 .  Nonsupsrvised Clustering 
The c lus te r ing  algorithm, ISOCLS, is  a "nonsupervissd" 
i t e r a t i v e  procedure which groups da ta  of s i m i l a r  character-  
istics i n t o  d i s t i n c t  sets or  c l u s t e r s ,  The program requi res  
c e r t a i n  i n p ~ t  p a r m e t e r s  which control t he  several  group 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  such as s i ze ,  n ~ c b e r  of classes, and distance 
between groups befoxe splitting or conbining. The data, 
i n  t h i s  case, ara the four  spec t ra l  readings (one f o r  each 
EHTS band) fo r  each pixel ,  Based on the four4imensional  
vector that describes  each pixel ,  each pixel  i s  assigned t o  
a cluster: t h e  mezn is calculated for each c lus te r .  A 
c l u s t e r  is deleted i f  i t  has fewer than a s i e c i f i e d  number 
of points.  The process of corbicing and/or reassigning 
da ta  points c o n t i n ~ s s  u n t i l  the desired number of i t e r a t i o n s  
has been performed (Minter, 1972) .  
6.2.1.1 Smr>ling procedure.- I n i t i a l l y  it was necessary t o  
devise a sampling procedure t o  determine the s p e c t r a l  
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of the ground scene without having t o  
consider all of the information contained within each and 
every pixel.  Sampling was e s s e n t i a l  to reduce computer 
processing time because of the la rge  amount of d i g i t a l  data  
contained on one magnetic tape f rom GSFC. The ground scene 
of one t a s e  cons i s t s  of approximately 1.9 mil l ion p ixe l s ,  
an2 each pixel  is mzde cp of a rsading from each of the four  
ERTS-1 MSS bands o r  &out 7.5 m i l l i o n  readings. 
Tha computer use? f o r  the  ISOCLS program has a r e s t r i c -  
t i o n  on t h e  amount oC MSS da ta  t h a t  it can accept. The 
nunSer of MSS readings t i n e s  the number of scanner channels 
cannot exceed 786,432. Obviously t h e  f i e l d  s i z e  of a 
quarter-frame magnetic tape exceeds the capaci ty  of the 
comguter program, and so the input  rcquirement had t o  be 
reduced accordingly. To achieve an adequate reduct ion i n  
scanner readings,  a u n i f o m l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  sample of p i x z l s  
from t h e  e n t i r e  study area was used as input  t o  the ISOCLS. 
Every s i x t h  p ixe l  on every s i x t h  scan l l n e  was designated 
a sample point .  This sample of 45,630 p ixe l s  represented 
approximately 2.78 percent  of the t o t a l  pixels ava i l ab le  i n  
the study a r e a  scene. The ISOCLS program already contained 
the software implementation for s e l e c t i n g  the uniformly 
d i s t r i b u t e d  sample of p ixe ls .  
6.2.1.2 Clus te r  procedure.-The next step e n t a i l e d  a l imi ted  
parametric study of the number of c l u s t e r s  output  as a 
funct ion of the vzlues  assigned t o  the input  parameter STDMU 
-(i.e., t h e  value of the standard deviat ion before  a c l a s s  i s  
s p l i t  i n t o  two groups) .   he DLYIN (tie minimum d i s t ance  
tiireshold f o r  combining c l u s t e r s )  input  parameter was set 
equal  to 1.0, and the maximum number of i t e r a t i o n s  was set 
equal  t o  10. Values of 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 w e r e  s e l ec t ed  
as STDMAX values. Computer runs w e r e  set up and executed 
using t h e  modified ISOCLS program. The number of c l u s t e r s  
produced for each value of STDMAX follows: 
Clus te rs  
24 
2 1  
18 
13 
A study of the  computer gray-mep p r i n t o u t s  revealed 
that the  grouping of sample p i x e l s  i n t o  1 3  c l u s t e r s  appeared 
t o  produce a map t h a t  w a s  the b e s t  represen ta t ion  of a c t u a l  
land-use p a t t e r n s  i n  the s tudy area .  Generating more c l u s t e r s  
gave the advantage of d iv id ing  the scene i n t o  more d e t a i l e d  
spectral-based p a t t e r n s  b u t  concurrent ly  presentsd t h e  dis- 
advantages of requi r ing  not only rrLore cmpu te r  processing 
t i m e  b u t  a l s o  more t i n e  t o  aggregate t h e  smaller  c l u s t e r s  
i n t o  largsr, nore  neaningfcl  p a t t e r n s  of land use,  These 
observat ions  ieci t o  the dec i s ion  t o  use t h e  STD-MAX value of 
1.1 (which results2 i n  10 i t e r a t i o n s  and 1 3  c l u s t e r s )  f o r  
t h e  subsequent computer c l u s t e r i n g  runs. 
Tables an3 graphs w e r e  compiled f rom the  s t a t i s t i c s  
generated by processing t h e  August 29,  1972, ERTS-1 d a t a  
wi th  t h e  ISOCLS c l u s t e r i n g  algori thm and using t h e  STDMAX 
value of 1.1 as input ,  These t a b l e s  and graphs w e r e  s t ud i ed  
a s  a i d s  i n  aggregating the c l u s t e r s  i n t o  groups which had 
s i m i l a r  s t a t i s t i c a l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  and'which w e r e  d i s t r i b u t e d  
i n  p a t t e r n s  resembling known land-use pa t t e rns  i n  t h e  study 
area .  Table V I - 1  shows t h e  number of p i x e l s  wi th in  t h e  sample 
t h a t  w e r e  assigned t o  each c l u s t e r .  Tables VI-2 and VI-3 l ist  
the means and s tandard dev ia t ions  of t h e  counts of a l l  t h e  
p i x e l s  ass igned t o  each c l u s t e r .  A count r e f e r s  t o  t h e  gray- 
s c a l e  va lue  r e l a t e d  t o  scene radiance from a r e so lu t ion  
element w i th in  a s p e c t r a l  band. The radiance is measured i n  
increments of 1, with a range of 0 t o  127 i n  bands 4 ,  5 ,  and 
6 ,  and 0 t o  63 i n  band 7 ,  (The higher t he  count, the g r e a t e r  
t he  s p e c t r a l  radiance.)  
The mean radiances (gray-scale mean values)  as l i s t e d  i n  
t a b l e  Vf-2 w e r e  p io t t ed  on graphs t o  f a c i l i t a t e  c l u s t e r  
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  ( f i g .  6-3). The four  ERTS bands were 
p l o t t e d  along t h e  X-axis. The Y-axes a r e  incremented i n  
TABLE VI-1. - DISTRIBUTION OF PIXELS (AUGUST 29, 1972, DATA) 
Cluster 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
1 3  
Pixels in Cluster Percent 
3.1 
16.4 
3 .6 
42.7 
0.0 
15.7 
0.8 
5.5 
6 .8 
3 .1 
0 .9 
0.7 
0 .1 
Total Number of 
Pixels = 45 630 
TABLE WI-2. - MEAN RADIANCE FOR CLUSTERS 
(AUGUST 29, 1972, DATA) 
Means 
Clusters Band 4 Band 5 Band 6 Band 7 
2.14 
24.53 
18.73 
20.14 
31.93 
22.77 
11.55 
29.90 
24.60 
22 912 
23.37 
3.62 
26.20 
T-ABLE VI-3. - STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF CLUSTER RADIANCE 
(ACGUST 29, 1972, DATA) 
Standard Deviations 
Cluster Band 4 Band 5 Band 6 Band 7 
gray-scale counts. The mean count of-each cluster for every 
band was plotted at the midpoint of the range of the corre- 
sponding band. The curves appeared to fall into two basic 
qrou2s or families - one representing vegetated surfaces and 
one representing nonvegetated surfaces. Further subdivision 
of the two basic families appeared feasible. The nonvegetated 
family was divided into urban (which would have to include 
bare land surfaces) and water. The vegetated family was 
divided into agriculture/rangeland, forest, and nonforested 
wetland (a hybrid group that appeared to be an integration 
of water and nonforested vegetative surfaces). 
The ueighted mean distances between each of the 13 
clusters (table VI-4) and the standard deviations for each 
band in each cluster were inspected for possible indications 
that would demonstrate intercluster relationships. It was 
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Figure 6-3.- Relative radiance values of c lus ters .  
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TABLE VI-4. - DISTANCE BETWEEN CLUSTER CENTERS 
(AUGUST 2 9 ,  1 9 7 2 ,  DATA) 
decided t o  group a l l  c l u s t e r s  which had an i n t e r c l a s s  d is -  
tance less than 4.0. ~ & l e  VI-5 is t h e  r e s u l t  of t h e  grouping. 
Each c l u s t e r  was inspected and analyzed i n  terns of the 
number of i n t e r c l u s t e r  l i n k s  and the makeup of the c l u s t e r s  
t o  which it w a s  linked. Once the proper t ies  of a c l u s t e r  
were iden t i f i ed ,  the proper t ies  of those c l u s t e r s  c lose ly  
linked t o  the known c l u s t e r  could be infer red ,  For example, 
c l u s t e r s  1 and 12 f a l l  a t  one end of the d i s t r ibu t ion ;  
c l u s t e r  1 with one l i n k  '(with 12). and c l u s t e r  1 2  with two 
l inks  (with 1 and 7) .  ~ e f e r r i n g  t o  f i g u r e  6-3, t h e  graphs 
of c l u s t e r s  1 and 12 are very s imi lar  i n  shape and range, 
It was concluded then, t h a t  c l u s t e r s  1 and 12 descr ibe ground 
cover conditions that are spec t ra l ly  s imilar .  Such ins igh t  
gained from comparison o f . t h e  i n t e r c l u s t e r  re la t ionships  
. evident from both t h e  graphs of the c l u s t e r  means and t h e  
mean dis tance  t a b l e s  was used t o  separa te  the  c l u s t e r s  i n t o  
groups with s imi la r  s p e c t r a l  characterist i 'cs.  The c l u s t e r  
grouping i n  t a b l e  V I - 5  also indica tes  those cluster/cat 'eqorie; 
that a r e  l i k e l y  t o  be confused because of spec t ra l  
similarities. 
TABLE VI-s . - MSS CLUSTER' GROUPS 
(AUGUST 29, 1972, DATA) 
Cluster No. 
1 
12 
7 
4 
8 
2 
6 
3 
9 
10 
11 
13 
5 
Nearest Clusters (Within 
Mean Distance of 4.0) 
The next step in the cluster analysis was to relate the 
13 clusters generated by ISOCLS to the land-use scheme 
described in section 4.2. A gray inap produced by the ISOCLS 
run was carefully scrutinized and hand colored. The patterns 
that emerged from the colored gray map were then visually 
correlated with the 1970 HATS sand-use map and the manual 
classification maps produced in the investigation. These 
maps appear in section 7 .  
Once a few key features were identified by cluster number, 
clusters that had similar mean radiance characteristics were 
identified by examining the cluster curves, the cluster means, 
and mean distance tables. For example, cluster 7 was seen 
b 
t o  f r i n g e  l a r g e  lakes  and i t s  radiance curve ( f i g .  6-3) was 
similar t o  t h a t  of water ( c l u s t e r s  1 and 1 2 )  al though i n  bands 
6 and 7 ,  c l u s t e r  7 appeared t o  more closely match t h e  vegeta- 
t i o n  curves. It  became abvious then that c l u s t e r  7 was l i k e l y  
a combinatioa of w2ter and vegeta t ion.  The p i x e l s  composing 
c l u s t e r  7 were inagi..g both water ( i n  t he  1 a k . s )  and vegeta- 
t i o n  (on t h e  s h o r e l i n e ) .  The c l u s t e r  was f i n a l l y  designated 
wetland, being a conbination of water and vhgsta t ion.  Large 
groups of c l u s t e r  7 occurred t o  the east of Lake Houston. 
Thesi? were determined t o  be flooded r i c e f i e l d s  a f t e r  checking 
h igh-a l t i tude  aerial photographs of the a rea .  A t  c e r t a i n  
s t ages  i n  i t s  vege ta t i ve  cyc le ,  i r r i g a t e d  r i c e  could be 
expected t o  have a s p e c t r a l  response similar t o  some swamps 
and marshes, 
After studying t h e  c l u s t e r  s t a t i s t i c s ,  gray-map p r i n t -  
o u t s ,  a e r i a l  photography, and e x i s t i n g  maps of t h e  s tudy 
area, each of t h e  13  c l u s t e r s  was assigned t o  one of the 5 
genera l  land-use ca tegor ies .  From t h e  number of t h e  sample 
p i x e l s  comprising each c l u s t e r ,  t h e  percentage of occurrence 
of c l u s t e r s  i n  each of t h e  f i v e  general  land-use c 'a tegor ies  
was ca l cu l a t ed  ( t a b l e  Vf-6). Two color-coded c l u s t e r  maps 
wer,? produced on t h e  JSC DAS computer by ass ign ing  c o l o r s  
to t h e  c l u s t e r s .  One map (fig. 6-4A) w a s  generated by 
aggregating t h e  c l u s t e r s  t o  represen t  t h e  two b a s i c  f ami l i e s  
of c l u s t e r  curves (vegeta ted and nonvegstated surfaces) with 
water being shown as a sepa ra t e  subgroup. Figure 6-4B was 
generated by ass igning shades of basic co lo r s  t o  r e p e s e n t  
the following subgroups of c l u s t e r  curves: 
1. Water/nonforested wetland - blues. 
2. Agriculture/rangeland - yellows. 
3. Forest - brown. 
4. Urban/built-up - reds. 
TABLE V I - 6 .  - ISOCLS CLUSTER ASSIGNMENT AND PERCENTAGE 
OF OCCURUNCE 
Land-Use Occurrence, 
Catcqory C l u s t z r s  Percent 
-- - 
Water 1, 12 3 . 8  
Nonforested 
Wetland 7 
Forest Land 4 42.7 
Agriculture/ 
Range land 2, 6 ,  8 
6.2.2 Suparvised Classification 
Once each of the 13 ISOCLS clusters was assigned to a 
lznd-use category, the stage was set to perform a classifi- 
cation of pixels in the study area using a supervised pattern 
recognition algorithm. The m a x i m u m  likelihood cl.assification 
algorithm, LARSYS, which performs a supervised data grouping 
was  selectcd for this effort. In a s t a ~ d a r d  approach, the 
pixels that comprise areas representative of the land-use 
classes to be identified and delhsated are input into LATISSS 
L; training fields and subjected to a statistical analysis. 
The statistical parameters of each training field are computed, 
with the training field statistics aggreya.ted to yield class 
statistics. The statistics represent the average reldtive 
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response (o r  radiance)  i n  each band. With the t r a i n i n g  
f i e l d s  r ep re sen ta t ive  of each class selected and t h e i r  
s t a t i s t i c s  computed, t h e  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  dec i s ion  is  made 
a t  each p i x e l  of the area t o  be c l a s s i f i e d .  
Th2  nons-qervised approach, ISOCLS, was employed t o  
produze t r a i n i n g  c l u s t e r s .  These t r a i n i n g  clusters 
consis ted of a var iab le  number of p i x e l s  w i t h  similar spec- 
t r a l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .  The s tat is t ics  (means a c d  covariance 
matr ices  of the respec t ive  c l u s t e r s  generated by ISOCLS) 
were s a b s t i t u t e d  f o r  t r a i n i n g  f i e l d s  s t a t i s t i c s  i n  t h e  
LW?SYS-I1 sugervised c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  ap?roach. Thus, the 
s t a t i s t i c s  on which t h e  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  of LARSYS-I1 w a s  
basad vere t h o s ~  descr ibing s p e c t r a l l y  s i m i l a r  pixels 
throughout the s tudy area.  This  approach has t h e  advantage 
of e l imina t ing  the need of exper.din9 e f f o r t  i n  s e l e c t i n g  
the t r z i n i n g  f i e l d s ,  which a r e  crdinarily used to  genera te  
t he  s t a t i s t i c s  descr ibing a land-use category t o  be  
c l a s s i f i e d .  
Success i ; ~  s u b s t i t u t i n g  t r a i n i n g  c l u s t e r s  f o r  t r a i n i n g  
f i e l d s  encouraged extending the  supervised computer 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  procedures t o  c l a s s i f y  every p i x e l  wi th in  
t he  s tudy area rabLher than c l a s s i f y i n g  just a sample of 
p.i:icls. To keep wi th in  the conputer s to rage  capac i ty ,  it 
was necescary t o  d iv ide  t h e  s tudy a rea  i n t o  seven, equal- 
w i d t ; ~ ,  north-~072th s t r i p s  and process each s t r i p  as a 
separa te  computer run. The film. output  of these  runs  was 
then mosaicked together  t o  form a c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  map of t h e  
e n t i r e  s tudy  a rea .  
A Level-I classification map was produced in which each 
pixel was classified by a color code into one of the follow- 
ing five land-use categories: 
1. Urban and built-up. 
2. Agriculture/rangeland. 
3, Forest land. 
4. Water. 
5. Nonforested wetland. 
The same classification procedures were used t o  produce 
another classification map in which tha Level-I urban and 
built-up category was divided into the following Level-I1 
categories : 
1. Residential. 
3, Open and other. 
Because the spectral responses of the residential and 
open and other categories were related to the proportion 
of vegetation in the scene, it was rzecessary to reassign 
several of the original agriculture/rangeland clusters 
(2,  6, and 8)  to these Level-I1 categories. Consequently, 
to deternine whether these clusters were representing Level-I 
agriculture or Level-I1 urban features, it nas necessary to 
know the geographic boundaries of the urban area. Clusters 2, 
6, and 8 which fell wi th in  the known perimeter of the 
urban areas could then be considered Level-I1 categories. 
When they fell outside of the known urban fringe, they 
could be nlassified as Level-I categories. 
The results of using supervised classification pro- 
cedures in the study area are reported i n  section 7.2. 
6.3 CLASSIFICATION -ASSESSMENT 
An assessment of the different approach- I was performed 
by measuric~ the agree-nent jetween the classified data and 
base referznce data. Pive test sites, raging in size £ran 
2 . 2  2 2 21 km ( a  mi ) to 104 kn (40 mi !, were established in the 
study area. Base reference data were established by visually 
classifying land use in each site from high-altitude, infrared 
Ektachrome photocjraphy acquired on April 22, 1972. Each 
2 2 
site was divided into 2.6-kn (1-ni ) quadrats, and the 
perceat occurrence of each class in each quadrat was measured 
using a dot sampling tecSnique, The sane procedure was 
p~rformed on each class in each classification product, 
except for the computer classification maps, where pixels 
in each class were counted and converted to percent occur- 
rence. Percent agreement of each classification F ~ O ~ U C ~  
with the base reference data on a class-by-class basis was 
then calculated. The formula for calculating classification 
assessments is given in appendix A. 
A re~ression analysis was performed to determine how 
well each classification prod~ct served as an estimator of 
each of ths Level-I lind-use classes. ,A linear regression 
was fit for each product/class versus the base ref, n r e ~ ~ e  
data, with the correlation coefficient and the standard 
error of th2 estimate providing the indicator of performance 
relative to the reference basit. Analysis of covariance was 
then performed to determine if there was any significant 
difference between products as class estimators and to 
determine which product was the best class estimator. 
Details of the statistical procedures used in making 
the classification assesants are reported in appendix A, 
The actual agreements that had bean achieved by the various 
data analysis approaches are reported in sections 1.1 and 
7.2, The regression analysis using the same data as the 
original analysis of the land-use data is found in appendix B. 
Appendix C contains the same statistical analysis utilized 
in appendix B but presents an alternative scheme for 
sampling the original data base, 
7.0 RESULTS 
7 . 1  CONVENTIONAL IMAGE INTEIWRETATION 
Figure 7-1 shows the results of manually grouping the 
original HATS land-use categories into classes which xould 
be nost coapatlble with the Level-I land-use categori3s i.: 
Circolar 671. Delicsations of Level-I land-use categories 
obtained from the October 4 ,  1972,  ERTS-1 imagery over t h s  
study area are shown in figure 7-2. A cursory exanination 
of thsse two figures revea ls  impressive similarities in 
categary delineations, As might be expected the delizeatio~s 
fron the higher resoluti.cn aerial photographs were nore 
Zetailed, but the general patterns and geographic d i s t r 2 ~ 2 -  
t i o n s  of both deli~eations were quite similar. 
Difficulties w e r e  eccountered in differentiating 
agriculture and rangeland categories primarily because of 
the following reasons: 
1. Spatial reso lut ion  of the NSS was not s u f f i c i s n t  
to resolve the small, regular rectilinear field patterns 
nomally associatsd with the type of agricultural croppirig 
practicgs found in the study area.. 
2. Much rangeland in the study area was comprised 
,.>E sr.?sslands wiLh s2ectral responses siinilar t o  imprave.5 
2lstcres and some c r o g l a ~ d s  of tke agriculture  category. 
3 .  A coRsider&le mount of grazin.3 in the stcay a Z ? i  
is dote on brushlands which fiarge into forest lands; on 
coastal grasslands which are interspersed with nonforested 
; i n t l a ~ c ? s ;  and on natural lands where extractive iadustriej; 
(oil, gas, and su l fur  wells) are the dominant economic 


a c t i v i t i e s ,  b u t  where g r a s s  or brush vege ta t ion  remains 
t he  predominant sur face  cover. ' 
4 .  EIuch of t h e  unoccupied land wi th in  and along t h e  
urban f r i n g e  is devoted t o  grazing.  The s p e c t r a l  response 
cf ssxa of these  grass lands  is  ind i s t i ngu i shab le  from some 
~ r c g e t a t i v e  surfaces i n  t he  urban and buil t-up lands.  
U p n  cornplation of the conventional  image i n t e r p r e t a -  
tion p h ~ s e  o f  t h e  ERTS-1 imagery, it w a s  deemed advisab le  
because of the  above reasons t o  combine t h e  a g r i c u l t u r e  
an2 rx-qelane Level-I ca t ego r i e s  i n t o  one category f o r  a l l  
subssq! i in t  analyses.  
By using t he  sample test sites and c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  
assessnent  procedures descr ibed i n  ,appendix A,  a measure of 
agreenent was determined fcr t h e  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  of both  
black-and-white ERTS-1 imagery acd JSC co lo r  com;?osite 
inagcry. . A t&u la t ion  of the agreements achieved i n  i n t e r -  
y re t i ng  these  two types of imagery is shown i n  table V I I - 1 .  
I t  can be noted t h a t  n e i t h e r  imagery seems t o  have a d i s t i n c t  
advantage over t h e  o ther  . imagery, . although . - a s l i g h t  advantage 
- is  ev iden t  when i n t e r p r e t i n g  f o r e s t s  with black-and-white 
imagery o r  using t h e  co lo r  composite imagery f o r  i n t e r -  
p re t ing  the agr icu l tu ra l / range land  category.  
For both t h e  f o r e s t  land and t h e  agr icul ture/ rangeland 
ca t ego r i e s ,  agreement va r i ed  f r o m  s i t e  t o  s i te;  and t h i s  
v a r i a t i o n  appears t o  be r e l a t e d  t o  the v a r i a t i o n s  i n  the 
percent  occurrence of t h e  c l a s s .  This same r e l a t i o n s h i p  
was noted i n  t he  ana lys i s  of t h e  re fe rence  base data. 
TABLE V I I - 1 .  - LEVEL-I AND -I1 LAND-USE PR0I)UCT AGREEMENT WITH BASE DATA 
(based on p e r c e n t  o c c u r r a n c e )  
Base Q u a d r a t s  f-ntional Imaga I n t c r p r c t a t i u n  
N ~ m l e r  Black and Whits Color  Compos f te Land- Sample 
T c s t  t1CO-Point Irnaqary I m a m  ilse 
C l a s s  S l t e  Counts  Each) C l a s s  Occurrancc  C l a s s  0ccu;ronce C k s s  O c c u r r $ E  
c o u n t  Po rcen t  c o u n t  P e i c o n t  Court t i J c rcun t  
1 3 3 2417 73.5 2394 72.5 2800 84 .8  
F o r e s t  2 3 8 3319 87.3 3173 91.4 3455 90.9 
3 15 367 24.5 293 19.5 265 17.7 
4 4 209 52.3 267 66.8 206 71.5 
Cumulative 9 0 6322 70.2 5427 71.4 6806 75.6 T o t a l  
1 1 7  736 43.3 552 32.5 270 15.9 
A g r i c u l t u r e /  
Rangeland 2 
3 
Cumulat ive  
T o t a l  59 4044 68.5 3633 61.6 3734 6 3 . 3  
Water 1 6 325 54.2 259 43.2 247 41.2 
Level - I  5 39* 3724* 95.5*  1100** lOO.O** 3855 90.8 
Urbarr Ilrr m Ta-m* 
19  1293 G O .  1 Residential 1750 92 .1  
Lovel-I1 
Urban 
Open and 
Other*** 
ComFuter 
C l a s s i f i c a t i o n  
C&e Occurrence  
Count P e r c e n t  
2383 72.2 
3340 87.9 
240 16.0 
19 2 48.0 
6155 68.4 
719 42.3 
214 30.5 
2825 80.7 
3758 63.7 
29 6 49.3 
1642 42.1 
*August 29, 1972, ERTS-1 d a t a  used f o r  a l l  a n a l y s e s  except**. 
**October 4, 1972, ERTS-1 d a t a  baso  covered o n l y  p a r t  o f  t a s t  s i te i n  black-sn,d-white imagery,. 
***Category n o t  d e l i n e a t e d  by c o n v e n t i o n a l  image i n t e r p r e t a t i o n .  
Because no a t tempt  was made to i n t e r p r e t  Level-I1 urban 
ca t ego r i e s  on tha black-and-white imagery, po d i r e c t  
comparison could be made w i ~  t h e  Level-I1 ca t ego r i e s  i n t e r -  
pre ted from t h e  c o l o r  composite imagery. I t  i s  be l ieved  
that t h e  lower l e v e l  of agreement obta ined i n  i n t e r p r e t i n g  
Level-I urban ca t ego r i e s  on the black-and-white imagery may 
be due p r i m a r i l y . t o  the smaller sample t h a t  was .ava i lab le  
- w i t h  t h e  October 4 imagery i n  which a n  o r b i t ' s h i f t  r e s u l t e d  
i n  only  11 quadrats  being covered i n  t h e  urban test site. 
The f a c t  t h a t  t h e  base d a t a  (aerial photographs) were no t  
acquired concurrent ly  wi th  the ERTS-1 d a t a  (Apri l  22 versus  
August 29) may have cont r ibu ted  t o  a l e v e l  of agreement 
below those  expected i n  theagriculture/rangeland category 
due t o  seasonal  changes i n  vege ta t ive  cover. By comparing 
b e  a c t u a l  c l a s s  counts of t h e  ca t ego r i e s  i n  each test si te,  
it w i l l  be noted t h a t  counts i n  the f o r e s t  ca tegory are 
l i k e l y  t o  be overest imated,  whereas tkrose i n  t ha  acjriculLure/ 
rangeland category a r e  l i k e l y  t o  be  underestimated. This 
appeared t o  be  m c r e  o f t e n  t h e  case  wi th  t h e  co lo r  composite 
imagery than wi th  t h e  black-and-white imagery. The Level-I 
urban category was overest imated by a r e l a t i v e l y  small amoant 
when i n t e ~ p r e t i n g  bo th  types  of imagery. A more no t i ceab le  
e r r o r  i n  underestimat-ing occurred i n  i n t e r p r e t i n g  we water 
category on both types  of image:-:re 
I t  is bel ieved t h a t  the low accuracy i n  i n t e r p r e t i n g  water 
can be a t t r i b u t e d  to one o r  more of t h e  following reasons: 
1. Water had a r e l a t i v e l y  low percentage of occurrence 
i n  t h e  s tudy area. 
2. Spec t r a l  response of water su r f aces  could vary  
g r e a t l y  because of v a r i a t i o n s  i n  Sun angle  o r  i n  l e v e l s  of 
t u r b i d i t y .  
3. Flooded r i c e f i e l d s  which should be  i n  t h e  agr i -  
culture/rangeland category were o f t e n  confused s p e c t r a l l y  
wi th  ponds and s m a l l  lakes. 
I t  i s  bel ieved t h a t  t he  percent  agreement (43.9 percent)  
of t h e  com.ercial/industrial/transportation category is n o t  
r ep re sen ta t ive  of the a c t u a l  accuracy w i t h  which t h i s  
category can be mapped from t h e  ERTS imagery by conventional  
image i n t e r p r e t a t i o n .  I t  is  ev iden t  from figure 6-1 o r  6-2 
t h a t  many t r anspor t a t i on  l i n e s  (highways, u t i l i t y  l i n e s ,  etc . )  
t h a t  are w e l l  below the r e s o l u t i o n  l i m i t  of t h e  scanner s t i l l  
appear as d e f i n i t e  l i n e a r  f e a t u r e s  on t h e  imagery. These 
l i n e a r  f e a t u r e s  may no t  be shown on t h e  imagery as continuous, 
s o l i d  l i n e s  becaust  of t h e  scanning c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of the 
sensor and t h e  p a r t i c u l a r  o r i e n t a t i o n  of t h e  f e a t u r e  i n  
r e l a t i o n  t o  t h e  s a t e l l i t e  o r b i t .  Thus, it is  suspected 
t h a t  t h e  point-grid method of sampling the imagery may no t  
always r ep re sen t  t h e  t r u e  count of p i x e l s  co inc iden t  wi th  
t he  l i n e a r  f ea tu re s .  
7.2 COMPUTER CLASSIFICATION 
Film output  maps fr& the -supervised computer c l a s s i f i -  
c a t i o n s ' o f  land use  i n  the s tudy area a r e  shown i n  f i g u r e s  7-3 
and 7-4. The bas i c  d i f f e r ence  between these  two caps  
was t h e  manner i n  which t h e  Level-I urban category i n  
figure 7-3 was divided i n t o  Level-I1 urban ca t ego r i e s  
( r e s i d e n t i a l ,  comrnercial/industrial/transportation, open, 
and o t h e r ) .  The land-use p a t t e r n s  ou t s ide  of the urban 
a reas  remain v i r tu . a l l y  t h e  same on bo th  maps. A comparison. 
of t he se  two maps wi th  t h e  land-use maps obtained from the 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  of a e r i a l  photography ( f ig .  7-11 and ERTS-1 


imagery (fig. 7 - 2 )  reveals  impressive similarities of 
land-use de l inea t ians  i n  the  r u r a l  areas. The del inea t ions  
on the  =anually i r r~e rp re ted  maps appear somewhat more 
generalized than those on the cap?r te r  l a ~ d - u s e  maps. This 
was not x . = x ~ o c t e c I  because of t!! r e l a t i v e l y  small scales 
(1:250,030 and 1:120,000) used i n  compiling the  manually 
i c t e rp re tz6  maps. Details small= than those ac tua l ly  
drawn on these zaps w e r e  discer-zibia on the o r i g i n a l  imagery, 
but there xere physical  l i m i t a t i o ~ s  t o  the s i z e  of the  
del ineat ions which could be drawn by hand on the small-scale 
overlays, I n  cont ras t ,  it w a s  possible  t o  dep ic t  d e t a i l s  
on the computer naps which had dinensions of only one p ixe l  
(ap2roxiaately 1.1 acres  o r  0.45 ha). 
Najor Cifferences between h e  computer maps and the 
manul ly  in terpre ted  maps a r e  most noticeable i n  the  delinea- 
tions of the urban areas. I t  is evident  that t h e  a r e a l  
e x t d ~ t  of me t rowl i t an  Houston is much g r e a t e r  02 f igures  7-1 
2nd 7-2 than on figures 7-3 and 7-4. This would ind ica te  
t h a t  the  urban f r inge ,  where a t r a n s i t i o n  from predominantly 
vegetative surfaces to  predominantly paved o r  bare surfaces 
occurs, is an area without d i s t i n c t  o r  unique spec t ra l  
cha rac te r i s t i c s .  Consequently, the ccnuputer c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s  
could not d is t inguish  between trees o r  g rass  located i n  
urban areas  frain trees or grass  Eoun2 i n  r u r a l  areas.  On 
the  other  hand, the  human i n t e r p r e t e r  could de l inea te  these 
areas nore readi ly  by using spatial c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  (size, - 
skape, location) with tones o r  co lors  acd textures as recorded 
on a e r i a l  photographs or ERTS-1 imagery. 
A s  discusser' .n sec t ion  6 . 2 . 2 ,  s p e c t r a i l y  similar p ixe l s  
were grouped tog. lher i n t o  c l u s t e r s  and assigned t o  e i t h e r  
agriculture/rangeland or Level-I1 urban categories depending 
nn whether the entire study area was being classified or 
whethsr :?nlv ths ;net=opolitan Houston area was being 
classLfie2. ThSs made it possible to assign Level-11 urban 
catsg~ries to groups of pixels within the urban complex 
xhich .~ormally n,~ould have been zlassified into the Level-I 
agricult=e/rangeland cluster, Consequently, greater 
classification accuracies could be achieved by selecting a 
sample test area that was entirely within the concentrated 
urban area rather than one that straddled the urban fringe 
where confusion with agriculture/rangeland would occur, 
The agreements achieved by computer classification 
procedures are shown in table VII-1. It should be noted that 
the lowest agreerrsnt occurred in classifying the Level-I 
urban category. Tkis collaborates the clsssification 
collfusion which was apparent in comparing the delineations 
of urban and agricultare land use in figures 7-1 and 7-4. 
The greatest classification agreements were achieved in the 
forest category. This was probably the result of the large 
expanses of forest an6 the relatively homogeneous spectral 
response of most of the forest cover. 
By,comparing the computer classification agreements 
with the conventional inage interpretation agreement, it 
will be noted tirat only minor differences in agreement 
occurred in the forest andtsqriculture/ranqelaild categories. . 
Considerably better agreements were achieved in classifying 
water by computer classifications than by interpreting 
either black-and-white or color composite imagery. This 
appeared somewhat antithetical, because it was expected that 
the same reasons cited for the relatively low agreements 
achieved i n  in te rp re t ing  water from black-and-white o r  co lor  
composite imagery (sect ion 7.1) would a l s o  apply t o  t h e  
computer c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  procedures. The f a c t  t h a t  bodies 
of water as  s n a l i  a s  one p ixe l  (1.1 acre  or 0.45 ha) i n  
s i z e  could be c i a s s i f i e d  by the  conputer was probably a  major 
reason why b e t t e r  agreements wera achieved by coffi~uter 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  procedures. However, it is believed appro- 
p r i a t e  t o  cocsider t h i s  f i r d i n g  only t en ta t ive ,  because t h e  
t o t a l  nmber of quadrats containing water within t h e  study 
a rea  provided a r e l a t i v e l y  small s t a t i s t i c a l  sample, It 
should be noted t h a t  i n  only two instances ( f o r e s t  site 
n u l i e r  2 and r e s i d e n t i a l )  d id  t h e  computer overes~ imate  t h e  
nwn5er of class counts, The dif ference  i n  the f o r e s t  c l a s s  
count is considered ins ign i f i can t ,  but the dif ference  i n  
r e s i d e n t i a l  c l a s s  count is considered important because it 
emphasizes the complex ca ture  of the r e s i d e n t i a l  category 
in-which vegetation tends t o  confuse thz category wi th  non- 
urban categories,  
An attempt w a s  made t o  i d e n t i f y  severa l  major c l a s s i f i -  
ca t ion  anomalies which resu l t ed  from s p e c t r a l  s i m i l a r i t y  of 
d i f f e r e n t  classes, Some areas of high radiance (bare s o i l ,  
recent ly  cutover f o r e s t ,  s tubble  from recent ly  harvested 
r i c e ,  etc,) w e r e  misc lass i f ied  as urbanbui l t -up  category, 
I r r i g a t e d  r i c e f i e l d s  w e r e  sometimes c l a s s i f i e d  a s  non- 
fores ted  wetlands. Vegetated sec t ions  of metropolitan 
Houston frequently x s r e  c l a s s i f i e d  a s  agr icul t~re / rangeland.  
8.0 CONCLUSIONS 
This investigncion demonstrated that it was feasible to 
use computer classification techniques to classify Level-I 
land use over a relatively large arza frcrn ERTS-1 PSS data. 
The kciy to this success was th9 use of a 6ata sanpling 
technique in conjunction with the nonsupervised clustering 
algoritkm ISOCLS in stage I of the -two-stage computer 
classification approach adopted for this investigation. A 
small (3 percent) sample of the available digital data was 
sufficient to identify the basic spectral variations asso- 
ciated with Level-I land-use classes throughout the study 
area. The first stage of this classification procedure 
requirzd less than 15 min of computer processing time. 
In the second stage, class statistics generated in 
stage I were utilized as input to the maxinrun likelihood 
classifi~atio~: algorithm LARSYS to classify all data points 
in the ground scene. 
The approach used in this study differed significantly 
from standard pattern recognition procedures, which require 
establishing ground truth training fields for each class in 
the scene, deve'oping class signatures, and extending these 
signatures to classify the total area under consideration. 
la the standard approach, the larger an area to be classi- 
fied, the larger the number of training fields that would 
be required. 
Although the computer classification approach offered 
good potential for classifying Level-I land use over large 
areas, there also appeared to be some conditions under which 
conventional image interpretation procedures could be used 
tc advantage. Nhere spectrally homogeneous features pre- 
doninated (e.g., forest land) computer classifications 
achieved high levels of agreement. However, computer 
ciassification agreement decreased where features were 
spectrally hetsrogensous ant! s~atially complex (e.g., urban 
areas). Under these conditions it was advantageous to use 
conventional image interpretation procedures to either 
aggreqate some computer classifications into desired spatial 
patterns, or to preclassify specific areas with similar 
s?atial characteristics so that separate con;luter classi- 
ficatio~s could be made for each specific area. 
Finsr decails were displayeci on the computer classi- 
fication products than on the products obtained by conventional 
interpretation of ERTS imagery. This was because the computer 
classified each individual pixel and the output display was, 
therefore, not affected by the scale of the original data, 
as was the case where delineations were made manually on 
the ERTS imzgery. Despite the scale limitations of the 
ERTS imagery, conventional image interpretation techniques 
offer 3 valid and economical method of classifying large 
areas into Level-I and some Level-I1 land-use categories, 
particularly in those instances where sophisticated computer 
processing facilities are not available. One distinct 
advantage of this method is that the interpreter can utilize 
spatial pattern recognition as well as a nominal amount of 
spectral discrimination in interpreting the ERTS imagery. 
9.0 RECONMENDATIONS 
9.1 SCGGESTIOISS FOR IMPitOViXG CIASSIFICATION MZTHODOMGY 
O n  any future ma2ual classification of ERTS #SS imagery, 
consi3eration should be given to determining the feasibility 
of using the 9- by 9-inch color composite imagery. Enlarging 
and rzctifying this imagery to a scale of 1:250,000 is 
feasible, and it may prove to be a reliable data source for 
mapping land use at a usable scale. 
To improve on the accuracy of signature extension, 
ground truth sample sites should be selected from throughout 
the area being classified. Ground truth surveys and aircraft 
underflights in agriculture areas should be as close ta 
synchronous with the satellite overpass as possible. 
- 
The process of producing the supervised land-use 
classification maps was operationaliy cumbersome and in many 
instances inefficient. Ideally one would like to have a 
single film transparency produced from each classified data 
tape, which would image the 96- by 25-mi ground swath 
on a single 9-inch wide transparency which would be distor- 
tion free. This film transparency would then be rectified 
and reduced to e :,egative film clip. Prints for mosaicking 
(at any scale), viewgraphs, etc., could then be made when 
desired. 
To achieve film outputs to these specifications requires 
changes and improvements in the LARSYS pattern-recognition 
algorithms and improvements in the DAS film recorder. The 
LARSYS-I1 processing must be speeded up and a method 
developed for rapidly classifying all pixels and all scan 
lines on the ERTS-digital, scene-corrected magnetic tape. 
Outpnt should be on a single digital tape compatible with 
the DAS, so that a continuous film strip of the entire 
sc?:!e could be produced. A higher resolution film recorder 
may be in order to handle these classification tapes. The 
most critical need in the film recorder is the elimination 
of distortions in image size that consistently occur between 
filn recording runs. 
In order to improve the accuracy of land-use deter- 
minations via computerized classification, it is rzcoimended 
that ndels be developed which would incorporate spatial 
relationships into a classification algorithm. For example, 
in.the Level-I land-use analysis performed in this investiga- 
tion, clusters 2, 6, and 8, as generated by ISOCLS, described 
distributions of spectral signatures that represented 
agriculture/range as well as vegetation within urban areas. 
Assigning a pixei to the agriculture/range class or urban 
class is necessarily a matter of spatial interpretation. 
If the pixel in question is extensively surrounded by 
clusters describing vegetation, it would seem to be in an 
agriculture/range or forested area. However, if the pixel 
is in the midst of a heterogeneous group of pixels, including 
pixels of high reflectance as vegetative clusters, it 
might suggest an urban/built-up area. The grezter the 
s?ectral heterogeneity, the more likely tha area is urban/ 
built-up. 
A spatial dimension could be employed if a grid 
describing quadrats was superimposed over an area. The 
occurrence of the various clusters within each quadrat 
could thus be counted, as an option within the classify 
module of LARSYS, The classification of pixels assigned to 
questionable clusters would then be dependent on the distri- 
bution of cluster counts within that quadrat- 
In order to improve the efficiency of the supervised 
classification algorithm used in this study and to thereby 
facilitate the classification of much larger areas, a 
number of data-sampling procedures should be investigated, 
First the feesibility of usin9 less than all four bands of data 
should be evaluated. All two- and three-band combinations 
should be tested over controlled test sites. An accuracy 
analysis of the results should then be conducted to 
objectively assess the relative accuracy of each ot the 
combinations tested. This investigation should also entail 
sampling different combinations of lines and pixels to 
determine the least number of data points required to 
accurately classify a given scene. The goal should be to 
classify tery large areas with a minlmum of data points 
required for inputs. 
9.2 MODIFICATION OF THE USGS LAND-USE S C H m  FOR 
UTILIZATION OF E X S  DATA 
The results of this investigation suggest that the 
USGS hierarchy may need to be modified on a'spectral basis 
to render it more useful in.automatically classifying land 
use from ERTS-type data- In particular, the urban and 
built-up Level-11 categories should be consolidated into 
spectrally similar groups. 
It may be necessary to consolidate certain Level-= 
categories based on local conditions. In southeast Texas, 
the site of this investigation, rangeland could not be 
spectrally differentiated from cropland and pasture. As 
a result it was necessary to combine rangeland with agricul- 
t ~ a .  Rangeland in west Texas and other semiarid areas 
may be more readily delineated from agricultural land. 
Further investigation is needed to resolva the diffi- 
culties encountered in differentiating Level-I1 categories 
of forest, water, wetland, and agriculture classes. 
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ACCURACY ANALYSIS STATISTICAL PROCEDURES 
ACCURACY ANALYSIS STATISTICAL PROCEDURES 
An o b j e c t i v e  s t a t i s t i c a l  method was developed i n  t h e  
course of  t h i s  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  t o  measure and assess t h e  
r e l a t i v e  merits of each c l a s s i f i c 3 t i o r .  product  ob ta ined  i n  
the a n a l y s i s  approaches. A groune t r u t h  r e f e r e n c e  base  
was devsloped from smal l -sca le  (1:120,000) c o l o r  i n f r a r e d  
a e r i a l  photography ob ta ined  over  t h e  s tudy  area i n  
A p r i l  1972. 
Because it was i m p r a c t i c a l  t o  ana lyze  every  p i x e l  
of d a t a  i n  t h e  e n t i r e  s tudy a r e a ,  a sampling procedure had 
t o  be cons idered .  I n i t i a l l y ,  a random sampling procedure 
was cons idered;  b u t  because .of  t h e  d i f f i c u l t y  i n  l o c a t i n g  d a t a  
p o i n t s  on t h e  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  p roduc t s  and t h e  r e f e r e n c e  
photography, it was deemed a d v i s a b l e  t o  select f i v e  
r e p r e s e n t a t i - - e  base  r e f e r e n c e  s i tes  i n  l i e u  o f  a random 
sampling procedure. These sample s t u d y  sites were repre-  
s e n t a t i v e  i n  t h a t  each con ta ined  a preponderance o f  one or 
two Level-I land-use c a t e g o r i e s  which v e r e  n o t  randomly 
d i s t r i b u t e d  throughout  t h e  e n t i r e  s t u d y  a r e a .  
The base r e f e r e n c e  sites are :  
Number 1 - a combination f o r e s t ,  a g r i c u l t u r e / r a n g e ,  and urban 
area near  Cleveland i n  t h e  n o r t h e r n  p a r t  o f  t h e  
s t u d y  a r e a  ( f i g .  A - i ) .  
Number 2 - a predominantly f o r e s t e d  a r e a  l o c a t e d  n o r t h  and 
e a s t  of Lake Houston ( f i g .  A-2). 






Bab = percent occurrence of class a in quadrat b 
as d2termined by the first interpretation. 
%b = percent occurrence of class a in quadrat b 
zs determined by the secand interpretation. 
To strengthn the reliabiiity of thz base refere~ce 
data, o a l y  those quadrats in which a high degree of agree 
nsnt for a qiven class was achieved were selected for use 
ix the accuracy analysis. The threshold for deleting data 
gas set at 85-percent agreesent. Therefore for each class, 
cnly those bass reference quadrats with agreements of 
85 percent or higher were utilized in t ke  subsequent analysis. 
As a result, the wetland class, which is practically non- 
existent in the sample sites as well as in the  stcdy area, 
was eli~inated Erom the accuracy analysis- Tables A-1 and 
A-2 shsw the fical baseline data selected for tne accuracy 
analysis, 
In order to acquire an adequate number of data points, 
t5s sm9le sites had to be relatively large. All but the 
Lake Houston north site are approximately 8 mi (13 kn) 
by 5 mi ( 8  km) in dimension- The boundaries are rectangular 
and coincide with the scan lines and pixel lines in the ERTS-1 
data. Each site is 200*pixels wide by 125 scan lines on a 
sida. Lake Houston north is 100 pixels by 50 scan lines in 
dimensions. 
Tke sites were first delineated on a JSC color con?osite 
of the study area which had a grid showing every 50th scan 
line a-d cvery 50th pixel of the ERTS data. These boundaries 
TABLE A-1.- BASELINE DATA SELECTED FOR ACCURACY AflALYSIS 
Sites: Cleveland Forest L. Youston East L. Iiouston North Urban 
Class ~1 132 A B A B A B A B 
Forest 33 73.5 38 8 7 . 3  15 2 4 . 4  4 5 2 . 2  - - 
Agriculture/ 
Range 17 43.3 7 42.7 35  8 6 . 0  - - - - 
Urban - - - - - - - - 39 95 .5  
Water - - - - - - 6 5 4 . 2  - - 
'A = Quadrat count. 
2~ = Percent occurrence. 
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were then transferred to the aerial photography selected as 
the base reference (color infrared transparencies). 
An 8x5 grid dividing the sites into 40 quadrats was 
described on the film. Each quadrat was an area 25 pjxels 
by 25 scan lines in the ERTS data or 625 pixels in each 
quadrat. The water site (Lake Houston north), being smaller, 
had an 4 x 2  grid or eight quadrats. 
A 100-point grid (10x10) was constructed to overlay each 
quadrat so a 100-point sample could be taken from each 
quadrat, A dot-grid of 625 points would have been more 
desirable; but because of scale limitations in both the aircraft 
data and the manually interpreted.ERTS data, the 100-point 
grid proved to be a practical compromise. 
Land use in the sample sites was determined by over- 
laying each quadrat with the 100-point grid and interpreting 
the Level-I land-use class at each point. Level-I1 classes 
were also interpreted over the urban site. The number of 
points in each class was tabulated and converted to a 
percentage. 
Although excellent agreement of classification occurred 
batween the tso interpreters, sufficient time and personnel 
resources were not available to conduct detailed ground truth, 
Surveys to determine what percentage of the agreement may 
have resalted from actual errors in land-use interpretations 
were made by both image interpreters. Considering the skill 
of the two interpreters and the relatively few classes.of 
land use being interpreted, it was believed most unlikely that 
both i n t e r p r e t e r s  wocld c o m i t  t h e  same e r r o r  i n  i n t e r p r e t i n g  
t h e  same f ea tu re .  Thus, a high measure of agreement i n  
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  was most l i k e l y  agreement i n  co r r ec tnes s  of 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  r a t h e r  than i n  e r r o r  of i n t e rp re t a2 ion .  
The accuracy c a l c u l a t i o n s  f o r  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  products 
w e r e  computed i n  t h e  same way t h e  accuracy of t h e  base 
reference f i g u r e s  w e r e  computed. The accurac ies  f o r  each 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  product  w e r e  determined using t h e  following 
formula: 
where 
X = percent  accuracy f o r  each land-use c l a s s .  
A = class occurrence (percent)  as mapped i n  each 
quadrat  from ERTS 'imagery. 
B = class occurrence (percent)  i n  bass  re fe rence  
quadrats .  
n = number of quadrats. 
APPENDIX B 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF LAND-USE DATA 
STATISTICAL A N U Y S I S  OF LAND-USE DATA 
The statistical analyses presented in t h i s  appendix 
utilized the same reference data quadrats used in the 
classification assessment discussed in section 6.3 and 
appendix A. Utilizing the same data, a more rigorous 
statistical analysis is demonstrated. 
1. Evaluation of the Data Base 
The initinl data base was composed of 168 quadrats, with 
the percent occurrence of a feature distributed according 
to the following table: 
TABLE R-1.- DISTRIBUTION OF CLASS OCCURRENCE FOR 
ORIGINAL QUADRATS 
OC' -rence 
of a 1 ~ ~ t u r e  in a 
Quadrat, Percent 
Total 
Number of Quadrats Per Class 
Forest Agriculture/Range Urban Water 
-- 
50 32  4 1  1 
14 8 0 1 
These data were obtained by one photointerpreter evalu- 
ating 1:120,000 scale color Ektachrome aerial photography of the 
test sites. A second photointerpreter evaluated the same 
imagery; and based on the following equation, a quadrat was 
either retained for comparison or discarded: 
(. - i ( A  - B i  I) * 100 2 85 - retain B 
< 85 - discard, 
where A i s  t h e  pe rcen t  occurrence  according t o  t h e  f:. t 
i n t e r p r e t e r ,  and 3 is t h e  p e r c e n t  occurrence  according t o  
t h e  second i n t e r p r e t e r .  
T h i s  technique  y ie lded  t h e  foliowing table of q u d r a t s  
which a r e  based toward t h e  high perce.it occurrence  quadra t s .  
TABLE B-2.- DISTRIBUTION OF CLASS OCCURRENCE FOR 
AC2EPTED QUADRATS 
Occurrence 
of a F e a t u r e  i n  a 
Q c a d r a t ,  Pe rcen t  
T o t a l  
Number of Quadra ts  P e r  Class 
F-rest Agriculture/Range -- U- an Water -
B-I 
2. Land-Use Class/Praduct Agreement 
The class/~ro=iuct agreements shown in table VII-1 were 
calculate2 using the following formula: 
X = percent agreement for each land-use class. 
A = class occurrence (percent) as mapped i n  each quadrat 
for ERT3 imagery. 
a = class occurrence (percent) in base reference quadrats. 
n = number of quadrats retained for each land-use clasr. 
3.  Regression on Data From Retained Quadrats 
An @:?ample of the effect of the retained data used in a 
rsgressicn (least-squares analysis) can be seen in figure B-1. 
Ths high coxentration c - Z  points i r i  t t . 2  100-percent region 
results in that portion of the data having a larger influence 
on the slo?e and intercept of the recjression currTP. 
The dashed line is the standard error (66-percent 
confidence interval) o! the curve. Although a detailed 
analysis of this error was not done, it is obvious that the 
error is inversely related to the estimate and would be 
larger in the zrea of sxali percent occurrences. This is 
m e  to the smaller number of samples that occurs in the 
region of the curve. 
A regression analysis was perfo,med for all products, 
as  ell as all classes. The results of this analysis are 
display~d in tabie B-3. The biasing of the data towards the 
hiqher occurrence quadrats affected ali the results of the 
regression analysis to a greater or lesser extent than the 
forest land/computer product example. 
0 10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 100 
Larsys (computer product) 
Figure B-1.- Simple regression cf forest land occurrence 
from the d3ta base on the forest land occurrence indi- 
cated by the coinputer product for the acceptable forest 
land quadrats. 

4. of Covariance 
The purpose of the analysis of covariance is to determine 
if all three products for a class have the sane regression 
equation- Figure B-2 is an example of the tkree curves for 
the forest category. The test will dete,-;iline iZ the three 
curves are statistically siailar based upon the explained 
error of each curve. 
The process involves determining if all three slopes 
(one for each curve) are the sane. If the slopes are the 
sane, the n a t  step is to deternine if the levels of t k e  three 
. - 
curves are the same. If both conditions are net, tha three 
curves zre consiCered to be equal; and one curve is generated 
for the data base versus all three products. This situation 
occsrred only for the water class. (See table B-4.) 
If either of the two tests failed, the two best products 
were further ~alyzed by performing a t-test of correlation 
coefficients; :?cause although there is a difference between 
the products, none of these has been proved to be superior. 
0 i0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Product 
Figure 8-2.- The curves resu l t ing  fro;r regress ion o f  t:lr 
three f o r e s t  profiucts on the  data base. 
TABLE 8-4.- RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIRYCE FOR THE 
THREE PRODUCTS FOR EACH CLASS 
Level of 
Significance* 
Indicated By 
Test of 
Class Slopes, Percent Conclusion 
Forest > 5  Difference exists 
Agriculture/ 
Razgz 0.1 Difference exists 
< 10 Insignificant - no difference; 
test for levels was also 
<lo%; do regression for all 
products versus the data base 
Grban 140 tests since no regression curves were 
significant . 
"Interpretation of "significance" - the evaluation of 
the slopes is performed with the hypothesis that all three 
slopes are the same, or equal. The significance level of 
5 psrcent indicates that if all three slopes are the sane, 
then there is a 5 percent chance that the curves would be 
as different as they are. Therefore, the hypothesis is 
discarded; and the slopes are considered different. 
5.  t-Test of Correlation Coefficients 
In order to assess which of the three products agreed 
most closely with the data base, a t-test of correlation 
coefficients was performed for the forest and agriculture/ 
rangelan2 products. The test was no t  perfomed on the water 
ciass because the three curves (products) were determined 
to be th? szne in the analysis of covariance. The urban 
clzss was not tested because none of the three curves yielded 
a statistically significant fit. 
The basis far this test is the correlation coefficient, 
which when squared is an estimate of the percent reduction 
of the errsr due to the regression. The test statistic was: 
where 
For the forest class, the ttJo best products were the 
computer and JSC color composite. The t-test indicated 
that the computer was significantly better than the 3SC color 
composite (significant a': the 0.1- percent level) . 
For t h e  agriculture/rangeland class the two best >roducts 
were again the computer and JSC color composite. The t-test 
indicated that the comDuter was better than the JSC color 
composite but a+ a significance lev21 of o ~ l y  20 percent. 
However, for further analysis the computer was selected as 
the better. 
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6.  Analysis of Covariance to DeterrL.ine One-to-One 
As a result of the regression analysis (section 3 of 
appendix B), an equation was produced for every class for 
each product. The equations can be found in table C-1 of 
ap2endi.x C. 
The purpose of the equations is to increase the ?.:curacy 
of the initial occurrence estimates. Covariance was perforined 
in order to determine if there is actually no significant 
di-'erence between the initial occurre,*ce estimates and the 
estimates obtained by the equation. 
The test was performed on the conputer product for the 
forest and agriculture/rangeland classes, as well as the 
combined (three-product) regression for the water class. The 
results indicated that each of the three corrected 
estimators (equations) was significantly different from the 
oriqinal estimates. 
APPENDIX C 
STATISTTCAL ANALYSIS OF LAND-USE DATA BASED 
ON A STRATIFIED STATISTICAL SAYPLING SCHEME 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF LAND-USE DATA BASED ON 
A STRATIFIED STATISTICAL SAMPLING SCHEME 
The analyses presented in this appendix utilize the 
original 168 quadrats described at the beginning of appendix A. 
The same methods of statistical analyses as those demonstrated 
in appendix B are emplo:red. However, a stratified statistical 
sampling of the original quadrat data is introduced. 
Agreement Between Interpreters on Data Base 
Compilation 
The determination of occurrence of an item (class) in 
an area is a binomial distribution; it occurs or it does not 
occur. The standard deviation of a binomial distribution is 
theoretically described as a = ,/* where g is the 
probability of finding the class; q = 1 - p , or the 
probability of - not finding the class; and n is the number . 
of trials, or attempts to find a class. 
An 85-percent confidence on the agreement between two 
interpreters on the occurrence of a class within an area 
dictates the following thresholding values: 
T a L E  (2-1.- THRESHOLDS FOR DISCARDI:?G QUADPATS FROM ANALYSIS 
Average of the Two 
Interpreters for a Difference Between 
Quadrat Cannot Exceed, Percent 
This technique eliminated very few of the quadrats and 
kept most of the quadrats eliminated in the lower percent 
occurrence range by the equation used earlier. 
2. Stratified Random Sample for Regression 
For purposes of sampling for regression analysis, an 
equally likely distribution of points over the desired range 
of the regression should be establisned. Therefore, five 
equal intervals over a range of 0 percent through 100 percent 
(symmetrical chart 10 percent, 30 percent, 50 percent, 
70 percent, and 90 percent) were used. The total number of 
samples (quadrats) should be 30 for the purpose of getting 
out of the range of small sample statistics. 
Each quadrat still available for sampling was assigned 
a number. A table uf random numbers was then used to select 
a quadrat to be used in the regression. Six quadrats were 
selected per interval. (See table C-2.)  The water category 
could not he sampled in this way because it only had six 
quadrats total. Therefore, this type analysis was not per- 
formed on this category. 
The urban category class was not evaluated in this manner 
because there were no quadrats available wlth less than 
80 percent or more than 19 percent urban. 
TABLE C-2.- DISTRIBUTION OF QUADRATS SELECTED IN 
STRATIFTSD SAMPLING SCHEME 
Ocecrrence of a Feature 
in a Q ~ d d r a t ,  Pzrcent  Forest Aqricul+ure/Range 
80-100 6 6 
60-'I9 6 6 
40-59 6 6 
20-39 6 6 
0-19 6 6 
3.  Statistical Analysis 
The forest and agriculture/range classes were then 
evaluated with respect to the three products i n  the same 
way as mentioned earlier with the results contained in 
table C-3 and figure C-1. 
TAHLE C-3.- EOUATION, STANDARD ERROR, AND BICIIIPICANCE FOR PORl?ST AND AGRICULTURR/IPANGC 
BLACK-AND-WIIITE IMAGERY, JSC COLOR COMPOSITE, AND COMI'UTRR 
Black-and-Whito Imoqory JSC Color C c m w a i t a  ~ m p u t o r  
Standard S t.~ndard Standard 
~ U J  tion Error Siqnificanco Equation 1:rror Sianif icance error Sienificance Equation - 
Forest 8.7+0.83*E 1 5 . 0  >lt 5.2+0.76*E 15.4 ~ 1 1  8 . 3 + 0 . 9 5 * 2  7.2 -1t 
R-0.888 Rm0.878 R-0.975 
R ~ - 0 .  789 la2-0. 771 R ~ - 0 . 9 5 1  
Agriculture/ 17.5+0.67*E 1 7 . 4  17.O+O.GB*E 1 5 4  >1t -3.3+4.97*K 1 6 . 7  ? l \  
Range R-0. R64 ll=0.(180 R-O.OS9 
~ ' * ~ . 7 4 6  it2-0.774 Il2-0,738 
NOTE, E = estimate obtained from product, R - correlation cooEficientr R~ * percent rmuction error due to r.pre88ion. 
Intercept 
Figure C-1.- Least-squares regression of forest occurrence 
for computer product on forest occurrence for data base, 
utilizing the sampled quadrats. 
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4. Analysis of Covariance 
No analysis of covariance was performed for thz three 
products for the forestry category since the slope for the 
computer techniques was substantially different from the other 
two products. 
The statistical difference between the regression curves 
for the agricalture/range products indicated a significance 
of >5 percent for the slopes. Therefore, a difference is 
assumed to exist between the three products. 
5. C~rrelation Coefficients 
The two best curve fits or two best: products for the 
forest category were the computer ant3 the black-and-white 
imagery. The computer was the better product by a signifi- 
cance of better  than 1 percent. 
The two best products for the agriculture/range category 
were the computer and the JSC color composite imagery. The 
t-test indicated that them was no difference between the 
two products (the difference was insignificant) with regard 
to the agreement and precision of the regression equations. 
Since the computer product equation approached a one-to-one 
relationship with respect to the data base, the computer 
product was a one-to-one relationship. 
6. Analysis of Covariance for a One---One Relationship 
The computer product for the forest category differed 
from a direct relationship with the data base with a signifi- 
cance that was >l percent. Therefore, the equation is still 
required, 
The computer product for the agriculture/rangeland 
category differed from a direct relationship with the data 
base with a significance that was >10 percent. Less than 
10 percent is a lack-of-confidence region of the significance 
data in determining if a difference exists between the 
regression model for the product and a true one-to-one 
relationship. 
The recommended procedure for either strengthening the 
confidence in the node1 or completely discarding it is to 
increase the six  sample sites and do the analysis again. 
Another alternative is to use both techniques on other 
agriculture/range areas in a sequential test to determine 
which is the better. 
APPENDIX D 
GLOSSARY AND ACROlJYMS 
D-P 
band 
A group of wavelengths of l i g h t  producing one color  o r  
convenient group of wavelengths, such as near-infrared. 
channel 
The same as "band" when used i n  computer work. 
c lus ter ing  
Mathematical procedure f o r  organizing mul t i spec t ra l  
da ta  i n t o  s p e c t r a l l y  homogeneous grclups. Clus ters  
requi re  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  and in te rp re ta t ion  i n  a post- 
processing analysis.  ISOCLS is a s p e c t r a l  c lus ter ing  
program. 
color  composite 
Color composite of th ree  channels of ERTS-1 multi- 
spec t ra l  scanner d i g i t a l  data. The composites a r e  
third-  o r  fourth-generation images, compared t o  
f i rs t -generat ion composites produced from computer- 
compatible tapes using a f i lm recorder. 
computer-compatible tapes  
Tapes containing d i g i t a l  ERTS-1 data.  These tapes  
are standard 14-an (7-1/2-in.) wide magnetic tapes  
i n  9-track o r  7-track format. Four tapes a re  required 
for t h e  four-band mul t i spec t ra l  d i g i t a l  da ta  corre- 
sponding t o  one ERTS-1 scene. 
DAS 
Data analysis  station, a computer system of tape 
d r ivss  and computer, a display and cont ro l  console, 
and film recorder. The DAS is used t o  reformat, 
analyze, and review remotely sensed d i g i t a l  d a t a  
tapes. 
DtMIM 
*he minimum dis tance  threshold f o r  combining clustelts. 
E 
Estimate obtained from product. This f a c t o r  appears 
i n  the equations of  the black and white imagery, JSC 
color  composite, and computer. 
EMBEDT 
Univac 1108 program designed primarily t o  convert t h e  
ERTS system-corrected t ape  produced by Goddard Space 
  light cen te r  to mul t i spec t ra l  data system edit  format. 
ERTS-1 scene 
Collection of t h e  image da ta  of one nominal framing 
2 
area (185 km ) of t h e  Earth 's  surface. The scene 
includes a l l  da ta  from each s p e c t r a l  band of each 
-- sensor. 
gray sca le  
A s c a l e  of gray tones between white and black w i t h  an 
a rb i t r a ry  number of segments. The ERTS-1 images have 
a 15-step gray s c a l e  exposed on every frame of imagery. 
The scale g ives  t h e  r e l a t ionsh ip  between gray l e v e l  on 
the  image and t h e  e l ec t ron  beam dens i ty  used t o  expose 
the  o r i g i n a l  image. 
ha 
2 Hectare, a metr ic  u n i t  of a rea  equal t o  10,000 m o r  
2.47 acres. 
ISOCLS 
I t e r a t i v e  Self-organizing Clustering System, a computer 
program developed a t  J S C  using a c lus te r ing  algorithm 
t o  group homogeneous s p e c t r a l  data.  Controll ing inputs  
allow inves t iga to r s  t o  cont ro l  t h e  s i z e  and number of 
clusters. Because the system produces a classification- 
type clustering map in which clusters require post- 
processing identification and interpretation, the system 
is frequently called a nonsupervised classification 
system. 
LARSY S 
The set of classification programs for aircraft data 
handling and analysis developed at the Laboratory for 
the Applications of Remote Sensing, Purdue University. 
maximum likelihood ratio 
Maximum likelihood ratio in remote sensing is a prob- 
ability decision rule for classifying a target from 
multispectral data. Two types of errors are feasible: 
failure to classify the target correctly and mis- 
classification of background as the target. In its 
simplest form, the likelihood ratio is Pt/Pb. This 
expression zompares the probability (P) of an unknown 
spectral measurement being classified as target (t) to 
the probability of an unknown spectral measurement 
being classified as background (b) . When Pt/Pb 2 1, 
the formula decides t: and when P Pt/Pb < 1, it decides 
b. Probability density functions are computed from 
spectral samples, often called training samples. As 
the number of training samples increases, the mathe- 
matical computations of the maximum likelihood ratio 
increase in complexity. As a result, digital computer 
analysis is required. The analysis is called automatic 
data processing of multispectral rerrotely sensed data 
or automatic spectral pattern recognition of multi- 
spectral remotely sensed data. 
MSS 
Multispectral scanner system, sometimes called the 
rnultispectral scanner. The MSS usually refers to 
the ERTS-1 operational scanning system. 
multiband 
A study using more than one band. 
multispectral scanner spectral bands 
The division of the visible and near infrared portions 
of the electromagnetic spectrum into discrete segments. 
MSS ERTS-1 Wavelength, 
channel band nm Color 
-
1 4 500-600 green 
600-700 red 
700-800 I reflective 800-1,100 infrared 
np i  
Nautical mile, equalling 1/60th of a degree at the 
Earth's equator, or about 6,076 ft. 
nonsupervised classification 
A procedure grouping spectral data into homogeneous 
clusters. Identification and interpretation are done 
in a postprocessing analysis. 
pixel 
Picture resolution element,-or one instantaneous field 
of view recorded by the multispectral scanning system. 
An ERTS-1 pixel is about 0.44 hectare (1.09 acres). 
6 One ERTS-1 frame contains abcut 7.36~10 pixels, each 
described by four radiance values. 
R 
Correlation coefficient. This factor appears in the 
significance of black and white imagery, JSC color 
composite, and computer. 
R* 
Percent reduction error due to regression. This factor 
appears in the significance of black and white imagery, 
JSC color composite, and computer. 
radiance 
Measure of the radiant energy emitted by a radiator 
in a given direction. 
reflectance . . . 
Ratio of the radiance of the energy reflected from a 
body to that incident upon it. Reflectance is usually 
measured in percent. 
scene-corrected data 
System-corrected data processed to produce precision 
located and corrected imagery on 24-cm (9 - l j2 - in . )  
film. 
signature 
A set of spectral, tonal, or spatial characteristics 
of a classification serving to identify a feature by 
remote sensing. 
spectral response 
Spectral radiance of an object sensed at the satellite 
and recorded by the multispectral scanner. 
STDMAX 
The value of the standard deviation before a class is 
split into two groups. 
supervised clas3i.f i c a t i o n  
C l a s s i f i c a t i o n  procedure i n  which d i t a  of known 
classes are used t o  e s t a b l i s h  t h e  dec i s ion  l o g i c  
from which unknown d a t a  a r e  assigned t o  t h e  classes. 
The automatic da t a  processing supervised c l a s s i f i c a -  
t i o n  procedure used a t  JS? during t h e  ERTS-1 p r o j e c t  
usad a Gaussian naximum liki l l ihood dec i s ion  ru l e .  
th reshold  
The boundary i n  s p e c t r a l  space beyond which a data 
po in t ,  p i x e l ,  has such a l o w  p r o b a b i l i t y  of i nc lus ion  
i n  a given c l a s s  t h a t  t h e  p i x e l  i s  excluded from t h a t  
class. 
training f i e l d  
T h e  spatial sample of d i g i t a l  d a t a  of a knowx, ground 
f e a t u r e  s e l ec t ed  by the  inves t iga to r .  Prom t h e  sample 
the  a p c t r a l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  are computed f o r  super- 
vised rnul t ispectra l  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  of remotely sensed 
data. The s t a t i s t i c s  assoc ia ted  wi th  t r a i n i n g  f i e l d s  
form t h e  input t o  t h e  m a x i m  l ike l ihood  r a t i o  compu- 
t a t i o n s  and t r a i n  t h e  computer t o  d i sc r imina te  between 
samples. 
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